SCHEDULE 2: STANDARDISED CONTRACT (NET BILLING, POWER WHEELING AND AUXILIARY CONNECTIONS) PROCESS FLOWCHART

1. **SUBMISSIONS**
   Completed Contract for Electric Power Wheeling, Net Billing or Auxiliary Connections

   **SELF-GENERATOR (SG)**
   Self-Generator negotiates contract with the JPS

   **1 DAY**

2. **SUBMISSIONS**
   Signed Contract for Electric Power Wheeling, Net Billing or Auxiliary Connections

   **JAMAICA PUBLIC SERVICE (JPS)**
   JPS reviews, signs Contract and distributes copies to the SG, MSET and OUR.

   **10 DAYS**

3. **SUBMISSIONS**
   1. Inspection Certificate from LEI
   2. Written Notice from SG
   3. Proof of Payment of the Use of System Charge

   **SELF GENERATOR**
   After construction and inspection the SG give JPS written notice that construction and inspection is complete and pays the one time Use of System Charge to JPS

   **V VARIES**

4. **SUBMISSIONS**
   1. Commissioning Report including Commissioning Authorization Letter and Commercial Operating Date Letter

   **JAMAICA PUBLIC SERVICE (JPS)**
   JPS commissions the facility and provides MSET, SG, OUR and GER with Commissioning Report.

   **20 DAYS**
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